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Abstract
Information verification is significant because the rate of information generation is high and growing every day, generally 
in social networks. This also causes social networks to be invoked as a news agency for most of the people. Accordingly, 
information verification in social networks becomes more significant. Therefore, in this paper, a method for informa-
tion verification on Twitter is proposed. The proposed method employs textual entailment methods for enhancement 
of verification methods on Twitter. Aggregating the results of entailment methods in addition to the state-of-the-art 
methods can enhance the outcomes of tweet verification. In addition, as writing style of tweets is not perfect and formal 
enough for textual entailment, we used the language model to supplement tweets with more formal and proper texts 
for textual entailment. Although singly utilizing entailment methods for information verification may result in acceptable 
results, it is not possible to provide relevant and valid sources for all of the tweets, especially in early times by posting 
tweets. Therefore, we utilized other sources as a user conversational tree (UCT) besides utilizing entailment methods for 
tweet information verification. The analysis of UCT is based on the pattern extraction from the UCT. Experimental results 
indicate that using entailment methods enhances tweet verification.

Keywords Information verification · Textual entailment · Rumor detection

1 Introduction

These days, reffering to social networks, we face to sev-
eral messages which we not sure, do we trust or believe 
in them or not. This distrust makes the social networks 
the unpleasant environment, especially in a crisis, which 
results in concern between people. Also, by the high rate 
of data generation in social networks like Twitter, this 
social media is generally used for getting news. Hence, 
it is vital and important to check the validity of informa-
tion, which is spread over the Twitter. Despite the rea-
sons mentioned, in this paper, we are going to check the 
validity of tweets. By now, some approaches were sug-
gested for rumor detection of tweets. In addition, rumor 
diffusion is studied in some cases. The main challenge 
of rumor detection is that there is not available some 

reliable and credible source for determining the valida-
tion of a tweet, in all cases. Therefore, in our proposed 
method, we consider two different sources for checking 
the validity of a tweet. In our proposed method of this 
paper, we are going to get better income in information 
validity of tweets. Therefore, we aggregate the textual 
entailment methods with the results of analysis in a 
UCT of intended tweet for checking validity in order to 
enhance the results of information validation. This aggre-
gation is done using a weighted voting classifier on the 
result of entailment on the tweet and some references 
and the analysis of the belonging UCT. Furthermore, in 
our suggested method, we are faced with several chal-
lenges. The most important one is that, as the context 
and writing style of tweets are tidy and also the length of 
tweets is short, it is hard to get worthy outcomes in using 
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tweet in textual entailment methods. Hence, we used a 
language model in order to make tweets language style 
more acceptable. Overall, our contribution in this paper 
for information validation in Twitter is:

• Using textual entailment to enhance rumor detection 
on Twitter

• Using a language model for making tweets more 
acceptable in writing style

• Considering subtree in analyzing UCT 
• Proposing a weighted voting classifier in order to 

aggregate the result of entailment method and UCT 
analysis

In our experiments, we used the just available public 
benchmark dataset for rumor detection on Twitter. The 
experimental result shows that our proposed method 
improved the result of information validation in Twitter 
with respect to other proposed method, which is tested on 
the benchmark. In addition, the results show that entail-
ment methods boost the results of information validation. 
Furthermore, results of information validation using tex-
tual entailment are very astonishing. But, as maybe it is not 
possible to collect valid information sources for all of the 
tweets, textual entailments must be used in combination 
with other methods of information verifications like aggre-
gating the results of UCT analysis and texual entailment by 
a weighted voting classifier.

In the subsequent paper, first we review the related 
works of rumor detection, textual entailment and voting 
classifiers. Then, some preliminary knowledge has been 
stated before expressing suggested approach. Afterward, 
the results and discussion come to account. At the end, we 
conclude in conclusion.

2  Literature review

In this part, recent studies in information verification, tex-
tual entailments and voting classifier are reviewed.

2.1  Information verification

Ma et al. [1] used multitask learning based on the neural 
framework for rumor detection. Thakur et al. [2] studied 
rumor detection on Twitter using supervised learning 
method. Rumor diffusion was investigated by Li et al. [3]. 
Majumdar et al. [4] proposed a method for rumor detec-
tion in financial scope using a high volume of data. Mondal 
et al. [5] focused on the fast and timely detection of rumor, 
which is so important in disaster and crisis.

2.2  Textual entailment

In textual entailment methods, we have a hypothesis 
H and theory T. Our task is to decide whether we can 
entail H from the T or not. This task can have three or 
two labels: entailment/nonentailment/contradiction or 
positive/negative, where positive class equals entail-
ment and negative class equals non-entailment and 
contradiction. Entailment means that when we can entail 
T from H, contradiction means H contradicts T and non-
entailment means when H gets any conclusion about T 
[6]. Silva et al. [6] proposed a textual entailment method 
using the definition of graph. Rocha et al. and Almarwani 
et al. [7, 8] studied textual entailments in Portuguese and 
Arabic languages, respectively. Balazs et al. [9] suggested 
a representation method for sentences to be used for 
textual entailment in attention-based neural networks. 
Burchardt et al. [10] annotated a textual entailment cor-
pus using FrameNet.

2.3  Ensemble classifier

Ensemble classifiers are a family of classifiers which 
ensemble a number of classifiers with an aggregating 
method to combine the results of the classifier to get a 
better classifier. The difference between different ensem-
ble classifiers is the difference between their manners of 
integration [11]. Onan et al. [12] used a weighted voting 
classifier combined with differential evolution method 
for sentiment analysis. An online-weighted ensemble 
classifier for the geometrical data stream is suggested 
by Bonab et al. [11]. Gu et al. [13] proposed a rule-based 
ensemble classifier for remote sensing scenes.

2.4  Extreme learning machine

Extreme learning machine (ELM) is a single-hidden-layer 
feed-forward neural network includes three layers: input 
layer, hidden layer and output layer. The special property 
of ELM is its interesting learning method as follows: First, 
the weights between input and hidden layers are set ran-
domly. Then, using some kind of matrix transpose, the 
weights of edges between hidden and output layers are 
computed. ELM can use different activation functions 
and have several extensions like a kernel extension [14] 
or multilayer ELM, which has more than one hidden layer 
[15].
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3  Proposed method

Considering different challenges in rumor detection, we 
consider results in rumor detection for analysis of two 
sources: (1) textual entailment method on source news, 
(2) analysis of UCT. Then, for each of these two sources, 
we train two classifiers separately, and after that, by 
using weighted ensemble voting classifier, the results 
of these two separated classifiers are combined to create 
a new classifier. The process of the proposed method is 
illustrated in Fig. 1. In the following, each subprocess of 
the method is described.

3.1  Entailment‑based classifier

In this part, modeling the entailment classifier is described. 
First, the tweets are corrected by language modeling, and 
then, the textual entailment is utilized on the tweets:

1. Formal modeling of tweet As the tweets are short and 
concise, they are not following the formal English writ-
ing style. Because of that, we used a language model 
[16] to correct the tweet writing style.

2. Textual entailment The used entailment methods are 
as follows [17]:

• Edit distance involves using algorithms casting 
textual entailment as the problem of mapping the 
whole content of T into the content of H. Mappings 
are performed as sequences of editing operations 
(i.e., insertion, deletion and substitution) on text 
portions needed to transform T into H, where 
each edit operation has a cost associated with it. 
The underlying intuition is that the probability of 
an entailment relation between T and H is related 
to the distance between them [18]. In Ed-RW, the 
knowledge resource is WordNet.

• Maximum Entropy classifier combines the out-
comes of several scoring functions. The scoring 
functions extract a number of features at various 
linguistic levels (bag-of-words, syntactic depend-
encies, semantic dependencies, named entities). 
The approach was thoroughly described in [19]. 

In M-TVT version, the knowledge resource is Ver-
bOcean. In M-TWT, the resource is WordNet, and in 
M-TWVT, resources are WordNet and VerbOcean.

• Entailment decision algorithms are at the top level 
in the entailment core. They compute an entail-
ment decision for a given text/hypothesis (T/H) 
pair and use components that provide standard-
ized algorithms or knowledge resources. The EOP 
ships with several EDAs. In PRPT, the resource is 
paraphrase table [17].

The mentioned methods have been implemented in 
Excitement Open Platform.1

3.2  UCT‑based classifier

UCT has several uses in different cases. According to that 
we are working on the context of Twitter, we define UCT in 
use of Twitter. Our intended UCT [20] is structured as fol-
lows: First, the tweet which we want to analyze for verac-
ity is put to the root of the tree. Then, any reply to this 
tweet is considered as the children of the root. Then, any 
undirected reply is considered as the child of the tweet, 
which we reply to. In this way, the UCT is created. After 
that, each reply in the UCT is labeled corresponding to its 
opinion with respect to the main tweet and its parents. 
These labels are Support, Deny, Query and Comment. Sup-
port and Deny mean that the reply agrees and disagrees 
with the corresponding tweet, respectively. Query means 
that the reply asks for some reference about the main 
tweet. A Comment means that the reply tweet just gives 
some comment, without any indication to deny or sup-
port of the tweet. For analyzing UCT, two groups of pat-
terns: branched and unbranched patterns, are proposed 
as the following: (1) unbranched subtree: As the name of 
the pattern shows, these groups of patterns are subtrees 
of patterns, which do not have any branches like N-gram. 
(2) Branched subtree: These patterns are the one which 
already have at least one branch.

Fig. 1  Architecture of the 
proposed method

1 http://hlt-servi ces4.fbk.eu/eop/index .php.

http://hlt-services4.fbk.eu/eop/index.php
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3.3  Weighted voting ensemble classifier

In this phase, the results of entailment-based classifier and 
UCT-based classifier are aggregated using a weighted vot-
ing classifier. We used grid search for tuning weights of 
voting classifier [21].

4  Experiments and discussion

In this section, first the experimental environment is 
explained. Then, the proposed method is compared 
with other methods. Then, the experimental results are 
discussed.

4.1  Experimental Environment

The dataset is defined in [20], and also this dataset is a just 
publicly available one for rumor detection. The train set 
contains 137, 62 and 98 tweets for true, false and unveri-
fied labels, respectively. The test set contains eight, 12 and 
eight tweets for true, false and unverified labels, respec-
tively. During preprocessing, UCT analysis and ensem-
ble voting classifier are implemented in Python. Textual 
entailment method is implemented in Java. ELM method 
is implemented in MATLAB 2016a.

4.2  Comparing proposed methods with other 
methods

Methods of comparison are the systems introduced in [20]. 
Evaluation measures are the same as used in [20]. These 
measures are score, confidence RMSE and final score. The 
score is the same as accuracy, confidence RMSE is meas-
ured to compute value of confidence error and final score 
is computed by multiplying score and (1-confidence 
RMSE).

4.3  Results and discussion

In the following tables, results of just using entailment 
methods, best results of using UCT patterns in train and 

Table 1  Results of using entailment methods

Method Evaluation measures

Score Confidence RMSE Final score

Ed-RW 0.778 0.947 0.041
M-TVT 0.445 0.929 0.032
M-TWT 0.445 0.925 0.033
M-TWVT 0.445 0.934 0.030
PRPT 0.778 0.629 0.289

Table 2  Best results of using patterns of UCT in train set

Method Evaluation measures

Score Confidence 
RMSE

Score %

Elm-kernel (RBF kernel) 0.960 0.063 0.900
Elm-kernel (linear kernel) 0.467 0.846 0.072
Elm-sine 0.971 0.037 0.935
Elm-RBFs 0.960 0.063 0.900
Elm-sine 0.971 0.037 0.935
Elm- RBFs 0.960 0.063 0.900
Elm-tribas 0.971 0.037 0.935
Multinomial Naive Bayes 0.684 0.478 0.357
Support vector machine 0.820 0.180 0.672
Multilayer perceptron 0.184 0.816 0.034

Table 3  Best results of using patterns of UCT in test set

Method Evaluation measures

Score Confidence RMSE Final score

Elm-kernel (RBF kernel) 0.536 0.607 0.210
Elm-kernel (Linear kernel) 0.321 0.679 0.103
Elm-sig 0.642 0.301 0.424
Elm-hardlim 0.607 0.536 0.282
Elm-sine 0.642 0.301 0.424
Elm–RBFs 0.607 0.536 0.282
Elm-tribas 0.643 0.301 0.424
Multinomial Naive Bayes 0.500 0.679 0.161
Support vector machine 0.429 0.571 0.184
Multilayer perceptron 0.500 0.679 0.161
DFKI DKT 0.393 0.845 0.061
ECNU 0.464 0.736 0.122
IITP 0.286 0.807 0.055
IKM 0.536 0.736 0.142
NileTMRG 0.536 0.672 0.176
Baseline 0.571 – –

Table 4  Results in combination using entailment and patterns

Method Evaluation measures

Score Confidence RMSE Final score

Elm + entailment 0.714 0.401 0.428
DFKI DKT 0.393 0.845 0.061
ECNU 0.464 0.736 0.122
IITP 0.286 0.807 0.055
IKM 0.536 0.736 0.142
NileTMRG 0.536 0.672 0.176
Baseline 0.571 – –
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test sets, results of combination of entailment methods 
and patterns are presented in Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4, respec-
tively. In each of the mentioned tables, best results are 
shown in bold case. In Tables 3 and 4, the results of systems 
for comparison are shown in gray cell. As Table 1 shows, 
the best result for textual entailment is P1EDA method. 
A recent Twitter increases the length of tweets because 
of the fact that some languages have larger encoding of 
characters; this results in longer tweets which make an 
easier analysis of tweets in textual entailment. In addi-
tion, in analyzing UCT, as tweets are short, we can sup-
pose that each tweet just gets one of the labels of Support, 
Deny, Query and Comment. Also, normalizing the patterns 
with the maximum length of the pattern category, could 
be useful for affecting the long patterns, too. Parameters 

like the time interval between posting replies could be 
an important feature, too. In Fig. 2, the diagram for com-
parison of different entailment methods is illustrated. As 
we can see, P1EDA results are better compared to other 
methods. In Fig. 3, different rumor detection methods 
are comprised. The results show that ELM combined with 
entailment methods achieved the best results.      

5  Conclusion and future works

Rumor detection is a hot and open research area. This 
research topic is very challenging, especially because 
there is no reliable source for determining the validity 
of all of the tweets. In addition, these days rumors are 
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Fig. 3  Comparison of different rumor detection methods in different evaluation measures
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mainly spreading through social networks. Between dif-
ferent social networks, Twitter is more disposed for rumor 
spreading, because of the high rate of information gen-
eration rate and the length of the tweet. Therefore, we 
selected Twitter as the social media for rumor detection 
study. By the challenge of rumor detection, we consider 
two kinds of resources for rumor detection, which are user 
feedbacks and news resources. Our method is analyzing 
UCT and entailment method to consider the sources for 
rumor detection, respectively. Also, as tweets are some-
how untidy, we used the language model to clean the 
tweets in entailment methods. Then, the results of them 
are aggregated using an ensemble classifier. Experimental 
results of our method on the benchmarks in rumor detec-
tion show that our method has overpassed the state-of-
the-art methods. To continue our method in the future, we 
propose to extend our method by studying more special 
patterns in UCTs and special entailment methods.
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